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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this plan is to provide the basis for the management of the Waikawa Stream

MoutS for the next l5 y9ars. The plan itself looks at effects over a 50 year period but the

management philosophy would need to be reviewed in l5 years to confirm whether the

assumptions made ari coneot. The additional data collectedover that time would assist in the

review process.

r [t is considered that the current management practice combined with additional

foredune planting on the north bank is the most cost effective option in the long term.

. It is also consideted to have minimal environmental impact overall.

e The community should also be made aware however that the stream mouth is a

particularly dynamic environment and that the preferred management practices may

not always be ablc to control erosion.

r tf the accretion trends experienced over the last desades were to reverse as a result of a

significant change in weaiher pattems it is eonsidered that the retreating of assets such

as houses and roads is the only viable option.

. [t is considered that the preferred management option achieves the objectives of the

HDC proposed and transitionat plans white stillsatisffing the MWRC Regional Plan

and the National Coastal Policy statement requirements'

. The cost of the prefened option is estimated to be $5,000.00/year reducing to nil in 20-

30 years time.

. Within the broader ecological perspective the options can be summarised as follows:

Option 5.1: "do nothing" is the most preferable, but does nothing for the property

owners or amenitY values.

Option 5.3: "foredune planting and mouth cutting" is considered the best compromiss

in the medium to long term in ihnt both the environment and property owners win, if it

works as planned. In time the environmentaleflects should be no diff'erent to Option

5.1.
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t. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this plan is to provide the basis for the management of the Waikarva

Sueam Mouth for the next l5 Years.

The need for a management plan was specified as a condition of the resource

consent issued to undertake mouth cutting on the 7th November 1996 rvith the plan

needing to be in place by November 1998. The Horowhenua District council

responied to thi; with the request tbr AC Consulting Group Limited to prepare a

*urrg.*"nt plan in March 199?. This Management Plan has been prepared by AC

Consulting Group Limited in accordance rvith that brief'

Tlie plan gives a brief history of the movement of the Waikarva Stream Mouth'

outlines the statutory requirements that must be met and considers a range of

options for stream mouth management. The environmental impacts of these option

aie considered, along with the financial costs and a recommendation made' For more

detail on the coastal Lnvironment the individual referettces should be consulted'

Figure 1 shows the location of the Waikawa Stream'
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2.t

THE EXISTING ENVTRONMENT

The Coastal Environment

The Kapiti Coast has historically undergone accretion since sea levels stabilised
following the last post glacial rise about 6500 years ago.

This build up of the coastal plain is caused by the deposition of sands produced by
wave action and near shore currents that result from the predominately wosterly, (on
shore) winds. The sands generatly appear to originate from the rivers feeding into
the Taranaki bight.

Information gathered by the Manawatu Catchment Board, MK Hotland (l98s) shows
that the coast in the vicinity of the Waikawa Stream Mouth is accreting at a rate of
Z.3rnlyear to the north of the mouth and l.Sm/year to the south. This information is
based on aerial photography dating back to the 1940's.

As well as the accretion there appears to be a generally southward movement of
material again caused by the near shore circulation pattems set up as a result of
the predominant westerly wind., Some sand material is blown further inland though
the vegetation growth in the areh has kept this to a minimum. [n areas where the
vegetation is minimal the coast has shown an erosion trend until the vegetation has
recovered.
(MK Holland 1985)

The southerly long shore drift and the predominant westerly winds have a signifieant
impact on the Waikawa Stream Mouth, Generally these factors cause the stream
mouth to migrate in a southerly direction with historical photographs showing the
mouth some 3kms south of its present position. This generally southerly migration
may be the reason for the slower rates of accretion evidenced to the south of tle outlet.

The coastal accretion is also lengthening the path of the Waikawa Stream to the sea
resulting in a flatter stream gradient. This flatter gradient results in higher flood
levets upstream as well as a reduced ability to transport stream sediments to the sea.
The effectiveness of any permanent works willalso be diminished as the coastline
accre tes.

2,?. Thc Ecological Environment

There is a general lack of published information in this area, although some does exist
in the fbrm of specialist databases. While extremely usel'ul, the infbrmation obtained
in these databases is often either very dated, gathered on an opportunistic basis, or
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simpty more specialised than the current task tb which they are applied, This

information was therefbre augmented by local knowledge and site visits by

Department of Conservation staff, and sometimes the knowledge of other oxperts.

Databases consulted incluide Siles of Special Wildlife Interest (SSWI), Coastal

Resource Inventory (CRI), Freshwater Fish Database (FFD).

Esturarine Flora And Fauna: Ttris site was surueyed by the Wildlife Service in

l98l , and its habitat value was then described as "moderate" due to the relatively low

numbers and diversity of species, though around the stream mouth it was recorded as

"good". At that time no mention was made of a sandspit or bar-built estuary as there

was of the Ohau River mouth a short distance to the north. It was noted that stock

was altowed to graze the surrounding dunes, and a dune blowout was observed. The

recorder, Richard Panish, recommended that stoek be removed from the dunes to

allow them to stabilise naturally. On the basis of Qbservations in May 1997,

this appears to have been aceomplished, although the dunes are dominated by

introduced species such as Cuyressus macrocdrpa (Macrocaqpa trees) and

Ammophila arenaria (marram grass). Despite this, the habitat values of the

rivermouth appear to have improved, indicating the dynamic nature of this type

of environment. The estuary itself contains small areas of tidal flat, which now

contain more plant species than were recorded in SSWI in 1981. These are:

S e I liera radic ans (re rnu remu)
Samolus rEens (shore pimpernel)
An adventive tenratively identified as "goosefoor"

Juncasspp. (rushes)

sarcocoiia quinqueflota (: Salicornia australi) (glassworu)

In addirion to which are:

Carpobrotus edulis, (Cape fig, or ice plant)

Spinfex hirsutus seeds (sand grass)

Coruderia toeroe (toetoe)

Leptocarpus ?simplex (another rush) and exotic Pasture grasses

above the training wall on rhe southern side of the streatn,

adiacenr ro the viftage. The backwater is fringed by coetoe and

raupo (typhus orientalis) on the inland side, but the value of this

area to wildlife is diminished by nearby housing development-

Estuarine cntsraceans observed were the burrowing crab (Helice

crassa) and ghe brown barnacle (Chamaesipho brunnea) on the

training wall rocks. The freshwater shrirnp (Parataya curairostfisl
is almost cerrainly present. The FFD lists rhe following fish

Present:

Anguilla australis (shortfin eel)

A. diffinbac&ii (longfin eel)

Gakxias m ac*lotu s (i nan ga)

G ohi omorphus huttoni (redfi n bully)
Salmo truttd (brown trout).

Horowhenuu Distrilt Counci I

Waikawa Strcam Mouth Manag€mellt Plan
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originate in the foothills of the Tararua Rzutge, under native forest cover. This
implies a greater habitat value to native lish species than is indicated by the two
entries in the FFD, and indeed DoC specialists have observed Galaxias Jbsciatu.s
(banded kokopu) in this waterway, prior to the last survey conducted in 1990.

The brown mudtish Neochanna apoda is known in the region and suspected to be

here. Both these are listed as priority species in the Wellington Conservancy
Conservation Management Strategy. Juvenile flounder (Rhombosolea reliaria) and

shoals of baitfish were observed during May 1997, but it is not certain
whether they rvere smelt (Retropinna retropinna). ot juvenile mutlet (Aldrichetta

forsleri). During a sruvey of whitebait spawning sites during June 1997 signs of fisl
activity thought to be sea-run trout were noted. No whitebait spawning sites were

found; this is probably due either to lateness in the season, difficulty in seeing

whitebait eggs, or simply trnsuitable habitat due to.modification by pastoral farming
--aarioao nL.--r^r:^-o or,rraof lhaf tho lafiar ic an rr-lilr.l.r ewnlqnqtinn
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trough shell
ringed dosinia
surf calms

(Spisula aequilateralis)
(Dosinia anus)
(Mactra murchisonii; M. discors)

Many examples of the above species were seen on the sandspit, freshly-opened by

wading shorebirds. Due to the turbulent and dynamic nature of their environment
however, cuts to the stream mouth are likely to have minor and transient effect upon

them, provided that work is not carried during spat-settling times (April-June), when

large numbers of larvae can be found high up the intertidal zone. Spat are prone to

crushing, in their thousands, by vehicles and machinery.

General: This site should perhaps be considered in conjunction with the Ohau

Rivermouth to the north and the dune lakes between. On the SSWI database they

form a continuum, and rate as "moderate to high" in value. Indeed the estuaries

and dune lakes in this area represent a fraction of the habitats tbrmerly available,

but now destroyed through modification for pastoral farming and building
development.

HISTORY OF THE STREAM MOUTH MOVETVIENT

Stream Mouth Movement

The Waikawa Stream Mouth has migrated over several kilometres of the

coastline. This is common to many of the streams on the Kapiti/Horowhenua coast as

they respond to sediment movement caused by the southerly long shore current.

ln the mid 1800's the stream appears to have flowed out of a common.mouth with the

Ohau River several kilometres to the north of the existing mouth. By the mid

1900's the stream flowed out by the Waiorongomai Stream 3km to the south of the

present outlet.

Since the 1940's aerial photography has been available which has enabled the stream

mouth looation to be more accurately defined. The drawing in Appendix 2 shows the

location of the mouth in 1942,65 &,1995. Photograph I & 2 in Appendix 3 show

the location of the stream mouth in 1965 and 1993 respectively.

Past Works and their effect

Unlike the changes prior to 1945 the stream mouth location since that time has been

significantly modified by the influence of plrysicalworks.

The HDC now regutarly cuts the mouth directly to the sea. The tiequency of these

cuts is dependent on the prevailing weather conditions at the time but has generally

been on an annual basis.

As well as this the south bank of the stream has been strengthened with rock rip rap

and a groyne extending some 75m in a south westerly direction has been constructed,

Horowhenua District Council
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3.3

A boat launching ramp has also been constructed from rock which has some influence
on the stream mouth movement. Figure 2, Past Works, shows the location of these
works.

Present Stream Works

The present works involve the cutting of the stream mouth in accordance with the
Recourse Consent from the MWRC. This consent is for 2 years and sets trigger points
for when the mouth can be cut. A stream mouth management plan is to be prepared
which will determine the most appropriate method of managing the mouth beyond this
time.

The present works are relatively effective at maintaining the stream mouth in a
confined area, There is however an element of uncertainty as to the frequency of
cutting that. is required as the weather conditions pan quickly cause the stream to alter
alignment. Past records have shown that the mouth could revert to its old alignment,
prior to iutting, in anything from two days to almost 2 years. The atignment of any
cut and the weather and tidc conditions have a significant impact on the effectiveness
of the cut and future works should recognise this.

More work could also be done on defining the parameters to which the works
are undertaken. For example the timing of the works in relation to the tide and
weather conditions and the angle of the cut. The trigger points for cutting the mouth
also need to be reviewed. Appendix 3 contains a plan showing the location of the
trigger points and the angle of the proposed diverson cuts.

STATUTORY PLANNING REQUIREMENTS

In developing a Management Plan for the Waikawa Stream Mouth it is necessary to
take into account a number of statutory requirements. The stream mouth falls within
the coastal marine area. The requiremenls that need to be met fall into 3 major
headings.

National

(a) The provisions of the Resource Management Act t99l (RMA) and in
particular clauses 12,t4 and 15. These clauses retate to restrictions on land use
in the coastal marine area and the beds of rivers and lakes.

The relevant clauses of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 1994
(NZCPS). In relevance to this project the clauses of reliance generally relate
to the preserving of the natural character of the environment, and the protection
of characteristics of spccial value to the Tangata Whenua.

4.

4.1

(b)
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